
CYCJET ALT360Pro 
Handheld Inkjet Printer 

Main Features 
⚫ It can print on any direction  vertically, 

horizontally, upside-down printing. 

⚫ It can print both bold and dot matrix fonts. 

⚫ More than 20 different fonts can be chosen. 
The special anti-counterfeit font meets the 
requirement of prevent from faking goods. 

⚫ All stainless-steel cover designs. The print 
head protection design prevents the print 
head from damages caused by scratching 
and collision.

⚫

⚫ New design with Linux operation system, 
operating more flexible.  

⚫ Apply 4.3” color touch screen, WYSIWYG.  
⚫ Based on micro piezo technology, CYCJET 

ALT360Pro small hand jet printer provides 
high-quality, high efficiency, low cost and 
easy operating inkjet printing system all the 
time.  

⚫ CYCJET ALT360Pro handheld inkjet printer 
has widely used in oil & gas pipeline, steel 
structure, building material, food & 
beverage, package material like plywood, 
cardboard box, label, etc.   

⚫ Multi Language switch operation system, 
Chinese, English, Russian, Japanese, 
Spanish, Korea. 

Flexible SoftwareStandard software can meet normal printing requests 
including logo, barcode, qrcode, date & time, serial 
number, line by line printing, etc. Also can add 
functions like scanner reading and printing, reading 
database, RS232 port, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, etc.  
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New Design
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Technical Parameter 

Print Height 0.8-18mm 

Print Spacing 8mm-10mm,it is subject to the printing content & ink type 

Print Lines The lines unlimited within Max height 18mm. 

Print Length Single file max length 20000 dots (the Max height 2.54m when the resolution is 200DPI) 

Print Speed 60m/min (Cross direction resolution 100DPI) 

Print Resolution Resolution height is 200DPI; Cross direction resolution 100-400DPI can be adjustment 

Print Fonts The built-in various font, and horizontal bar,vertical bar,dot-matrix,bold font can be free 

change.
Print Content Real Date, Real time, Photo, Letter, Shift group, Serial number, Batch number, Lot 

number Barcode and 2D code can be free print. 

Print Direction Upward printing, downward printing, side printing(360°direction printing) 

Font library The machine designed in multi-language software including Chinese, English, Russian, 

Arabic, Korea, Spanish, JAPANESE, You can switch to choose your language. 

Operator Interfaces Image-style & Chinese or English ( Spanish, Portuguese, Arabic)menu, What you see 
is what you get. 

Memory Function More than 1000pcs text can be storage 

Display 4.3” Color Touch Screen 

Ink Type 
Ink is originally from UK. There are Solvent-based ink (machine should be regular 

maintenance); Invisible ink (Machine should be regular maintenance); Oil-based ink 

(machine maintenance free). 

It can be print on the surface of plastic,glass,metal,paper,wood...

Ink Color Black, Red, Yellow, Blue, Green, white, etc… 

Weight of Machine 
Dimension of Machine 

1.1KG 

200*90*155mm 

Rechargeable Batteries New battery standby about 8hours; print time about 7hours; 

Powder The charger input AC100V-240V,50-60Hz, Output DC 12.6V 

Humidity Range  
Temperature Range 

10-90% Non-condensing 

5-40°C 

External Interface USB interface, synchronizer. 

Others No need connect external compressed air, and no need thinner (i.e. solvent) 
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